ELECTROMAGNETIC LOCKS

A LARGE RANGE OF ELECTROMAGNETIC LOCKS SUITABLE FOR ALL YOUR Needs

660 - 880 - 1100 Illuminated surface mount electromagnetic locks

With Built-In Time Adjustable 433 MHz Receiver

MAGLOC660
MAGLOC880
MAGLOC1100

660 LB
880 LB
1100 LB

The new range of electromagnetic locks with feedback in 660, 880 and 1100 lb versions, complies with the “disability act” regulation.
- **Request to exit input on board.**
- **Accepts up to 40 transmitters.**
- **Unlock time from 1-10 seconds.**
- **NF S 61-937.**
- **Surface mount.**
- **Relay/Monitored:** Relay + Lock status (According to model).
- **High resistance to corrosion.**
- **No mechanical wear.**
- **Easy installation.**
- **Recommended for indoor use.**
- **Visual feedback.**
- **No residual magnetism.**
- **Built-in varistor (Electronic protection to eliminate back EMF).**

- Electromagnetic lock dimensions (L x W x D):
  - MAGLOC660 = 9-3/4 x 1-3/4 x 1 inch,
  - MAGLOC880 = 10 x 2 x 1 inch,
  - MAGLOC1100 = 10-3/8 x 2-5/8 x 1-5/8 inch.

- Armature dimensions (L x W x D):
  - 660 lbs = 7-1/4 x 1-3/8 x 2/5 inch,
  - 880 lbs= 7-1/4 x 1-7/8 x 1/2 inch,
  - 1100 lbs = 7-1/4 x 2-3/8x 3/8 inch.

- **Silent operation.**
- Optional: Electromagnetic lock accessories
- **Input voltage:** 12 VDC
- **Consumption:**
  - 12V dc = 550mA.